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A.

Executive Summary

On September 19, 2010, the National Center for Research Resources (NCRR) sponsored a
workshop entitled ―Realizing the Scientific Potential of Transcriptomics in Aquatic Models,‖ in
Portland, Oregon. The workshop was held one day prior to the ―5th Aquatic Animal Models for
Human Disease Conference‖ held in Corvallis, Oregon, September 20 – 22 and thus enjoyed a
rich list of attendees representing various aquatic model systems. This report summarizes the
September 19 workshop and presents recommendations stemming from a round-table discussion.
Determining patterns of gene expression under a given set of parameters to better understand
how organisms adapt to environmental perturbations and uncover alternative strategies employed
to sustain life has been a goal of significant scientific research for many years. In order to assist
an experimental approach to disease-related research, labor-intensive and expensive genomic
resources were developed for several biological models used by the largest numbers of research
laboratories (e.g., rodents, zebrafish, sea urchin, Drosophila, etc.). However, ―next generation‖
high-throughput de novo sequencing technology (e.g., 454Ti, Illumina, etc.) has substantially
reduced labor, time and cost of developing genomic resources shifting this paradigm.
Transcriptomics is the study of the complete set of expressed genes — both qualitatively and
quantitatively — in cells under various conditions of health and disease. Transcriptomic analyses
using experimental organisms that do not have existing genomic resources has become feasible
only in the last year due to the enormous decrease in next-generation sequencing costs and marked
improvements in software for sequence assembly. Now, even large and complex mixtures of
transcripts from virtually any organism, either laboratory-raised or wild, may be completely
sequenced within a few days and at modest cost. This application of transcriptomics (i.e., RNAseq)
is benefitting scientists using many varied aquatic models by providing the high depth of sequence
coverage required for de novo transcriptome reference libraries to be assembled and used for
virtually any organism. However, understanding genetic expression mechanisms on a global scale
— and interpreting a vast amount of sequence data — requires enormous computers and new
software algorithms for transformation into biological understanding. This problem of postsequence data processing and analysis prevents wide-spread application of these new and powerful
methodologies. These issues are not limited to research using aquatic models, but due to the
relatively small size of the aquatic models, community efforts to overcome limitations in data
processing capabilities have not been addressed. Thus, strategic identification of solutions that
would serve to significantly accelerate the adoption of transcriptomic methods and the quality of
investigator-driven inquiry is both timely and reasonable.
The 26 participants (listed in Appendix B) were interested in the further development of
transcriptomics. It was generally accepted by all attendees that promotion of transcriptomic
applications within the enormous variety of natural models represented by the aquatic research
community will result in rapid access to new knowledge. These models may serve to illuminate
existing problems that may have been taken to the limits of experimental discovery by
employing the handful of more widely popular research organisms.
This final report — stemming from workshop presentations and the subsequent round-table
discussion — was developed by a committee composed of the session chairs. This report was
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This final report — stemming from workshop presentations and the subsequent round-table
discussion — was developed by a committee composed of the session chairs. This report was
presented to the aquatic models community at the 5th Aquatic Animal Models for Human
Disease Conference (September 20 – 22, 2010) and was accepted at large by the aquatic
biomedical community.

B.

Goals of the Workshop

The central purpose of this workshop was to assess the current nature and immediate future of
transcriptomic expression profiling resources that may advance the utility of aquatic models to
address relevant issues in human disease research. Consistent with this central purpose, the
workshop was divided into three sessions of invited speakers with expertise and experience in
the session topic. In the first session, entitled ―Comparative Aquatic Transcriptomics & Human
Disease: New Data Highlighting Comparative Transcriptomics,‖ six speakers highlighted novel
findings of applying transcriptomic methods to their various aquatic models. The second session,
entitled ―Status of and Recent Developments of High-Throughput de novo Sequencing:
Technologies-Projects Under Way or Recently Completed,‖ brought four well-regarded experts
from the technical side of next-generation sequencing to provide their vision of where the
technology is now, and where it will be in the near future. In the third session, ―The Current
Status of Transcriptomic Resources: Examples of Where Transcriptomics Would Be Impacting,‖
six speakers representing various aquatic models documented that removal of current hurdles to
post-sequence data analyses would allow them to conquer impacting research problems
heretofore unapproachable by standard methods. These presentations served as valuable
examples of where improvements to current research support structure could remove limitations
in the application of transcriptome experimental designs. This served as the segue to a round
table discussion entitled ―Recommendations of How to Realize Potential of Transcriptomics in
Aquatic Models,‖ in which workshop attendees expressed their own thoughts on the centralized
workshop issues and presented comments enlisted from investigators who could not attend.
The goals of this workshop were to delineate and discuss:
1. The benefit of massively parallel sequencing applications to scientists using aquatic
models having a high potential for novel and impacting research discoveries;
2. The prospects of new technological developments that will eclipse current ultra-high
throughput technologies and result in enhanced research capability while concurrently
serving to further complicate post-sequence data analyses;
3. The hurdles that inhibit application of transcriptomic experimental design and analyses
by investigators using aquatic models to investigate human disease related questions; and
4. Specific recommendations that would serve to overcome these hurdles and promote more
rapid research progress.
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C.

Summary of Presentations and Discussion

Session 1: Comparative Aquatic Transcriptomics & Human Disease: New Data
Highlighting Comparative Transcriptomics
In the first session, six established aquatic model scientists presented data highlighting the use of
transcriptomics, its application to various aquatic models, and the novel findings with these
applications. Novel comparative techniques discussed included Restriction-site Associated DNA
(RAD), expression RAD (eRAD), RNA sequencing (RNAseq), and bioinformatic analyses and
transcriptomics. Data demonstrating the usefulness of each novel technique listed above on
various aquatic model systems was presented and further discussed during question & answer
sessions following each presentation.

Session 2: Status of and Recent Developments of High-Throughput de novo
Sequencing: Technologies-Projects Under Way or Recently Completed
In the second session, four technical experts presented on the use of current sequencing
technologies and the development of next generation of sequencing technologies, while
providing their vision of where the technology will be in the near future. These technologies
included current sequencing instruments (i.e., 454, Illumina, and single-molecule sequencing)
and data analysis methodology/software (i.e., graphical computations, IMAGE, etc). Again,
examples of use in aquatic model systems were included, as well as examples of where these
technologies would be beneficial.
Next generation sequencing technology has fundamentally changed our approach to gene
expression experimentation. The de novo assembly of these reads remains a formidable
challenge. Over the last year, the assembly process has fundamentally changed to accommodate
the different read types and the sheer volume of reads seen with next generation platforms.
Assembly quality remains a moving target often defined differently depending on the user
community. Based on community feedback in this session the lower contiguity seen in next
generation assemblies is acceptable as a starting point for many types of analyses while
admittedly deficient for others.

Session 3: The Current Status of Transcriptomic Resources: Examples of Where
Transcriptomics Would Be Impacting
In the third session, six speakers representing various aquatic models described the potential of
the transcriptomic techniques to enable them to conquer impacting research problems. The first
two presenters described preliminary transcriptome analysis tools used in aquatic models
comparative studies. The remaining four speakers described aquatic model systems where little
to no sequence data is available (i.e., killifish, Aplysia, damselfish, etc.) and the expected
impacts of using transcriptome type analysis with these model systems.
A critical issue discussed here was the tremendous phylogenetic diversity of fishes and other
aquatic models that have provided many unique model systems, each of which is selected based
on the advantages provided by heritable, toxicological and/or infectious syndromes or other
attributes that contribute unique ability to model human diseases. For example, explicit links to
diseases such as heritable and induced melanoma development, craniofacial and other bone
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developmental diseases, anemias, unique cancer-causing virus-like elements, appendage
regeneration studies, rare resistance to heavy metal genotoxicity compared to humans, and the
genetics of complex traits, were presented. However, it was generally realized that investigators
will only unleash the full potential of these models if they are able to access state-of-the-art gene
expression and genomic technologies. Constraining these technologies to only a few models with
very large user bases will result in lost potential to take advantage of access to such a great
diversity of model systems.

D.

Recommendations

Throughout the workshop, participants engaged in discussions about the latest developments in
transcriptomics and how their individual research programs would be impacted and their
scientific findings more impacting with the addition of transcriptome applications. In the final
workshop discussion, participants engaged in an open, round-table discussion moderated by the
workshop organizer. The initial discussion centered on aquatic model systems not represented by
workshop participants, but where the current attendees had knowledge of those using the models
and felt cognizant enough to indicate how these models may also be affected by application of
transcriptomic methods. Then, discussion centered on workshop models presented that would
benefit from further development of transcriptome resources. A thorough discussion ensued
concerning identification of transcriptome resources needed to enhance scientific understanding
of individual aquatic models.
The major recommendations include:
To establish single or multiple transcriptome service site(s) providing guidance for
planning (i.e., best practices), analyzing (i.e., best software), and training (i.e., hosting
workshops/training sessions) external scientists. The mission of these sites would be
primarily dedicated to aquatic models research and other model systems that do not have
large following or user bases. It is these smaller scientific models that may have the most
impact in application of these transcriptome technologies.
It was recognized that genome sequencing and assembly had dropped in cost to a level
where many of the aquatic model genomes could be sequenced and made available to the
scientific users both quickly and for a low level of support. This should be a priority for
an entity or unit to see these genomes (12 – 14 models) sequenced, assembled, and
annotated, over the next two to three years. The expected scientific impact of this activity
is seen as great, because it supplies a reference genome to very many research
investigators, enabling them to immediately apply transcriptome expression studies.
To facilitate and encourage cross-training of students and post doctoral associates in
computer science fields into programs and bioinformatic programs at various levels (i.e.,
B.S., M.S., etc.) and with interest in exploring aquatic species. The stimulation of
expertise and a trained workforce in these areas, and in the many unique and varied
aquatic models research foci is seen as having substantial long term impact on the
scientific infrastructure.
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E.

Conclusions

The transcriptomics workshop blended a diverse group of aquatic biomedical model experts to
assess the scientific potential of utilizing transcriptomics in aquatic models of human disease and
to evaluate mechanisms to overcome the substantial hurdles for individual labs to capitalize on
the new methods. Suggestions included the establishment of centers to facilitate the design and
bioinformatic analysis of transcriptomic experiments by high-throughput sequencing, to
encourage more whole genome sequencing for aquatic medical models, and to stimulate the
entry of trained computer scientists into bioinformatic programs. Discussions and
recommendations are intended to support the advancement of research on aquatic models that
may impact human health.
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Appendix A: Workshop Agenda
Realizing the Scientific Potential of Transcriptomics in Aquatic Models
Portland, OR
September 19, 2010
8:00

Welcome Remarks
Michael Chang, Health Scientist Administrator, NCRR

8:10 – 8:20

Opening Remarks: The Challenges/Bottlenecks and Liberating Power of
Transcriptome Studies
Ron Walter, Texas State University

Session 1:
8:20 – 10:30 Comparative Aquatic Transcriptomics & Human Disease: New Data
Highlighting Comparative Transcriptomics
Chair: John Postlethwait
Speakers:
John Postlethwait (U. Oregon): Comparative genomics for any fish:
RAD-tag meiotic mapping coupled to RNA-seq
Julian Catchen (U. Oregon): Bioinformatics interfaces of transcriptomes
Manfred Schartl (U. Wurzburg): Transcriptomics of pigment cell tumors from
transgenic medaka
Craig Albertson (Syracuse U.): New genes from new species: African cichlids as
models for craniofacial development and disease
Bill Cresko (U. Oregon): Quantifying allele-specific expression
Ron Walter (Texas State U.): Transcriptomics in Xiphophorus: recent
developments and promise for novel discoveries
10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break
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Session 2:
11:00 – Noon Status of and Recent Developments of High-Throughput de novo Sequencing:
Technologies-Projects Under Way or Recently Completed
Chair: Wes Warren
Speakers:
Wes Warren (Washington U., GSC): Whole genome assemblies: disclosure for
transcriptome analyses
Jeff Boore (Genome Project Solutions, CA): Evolution as the organizing principle
for genomic data
Devin Locke (Washington U., GSC): Sequencing platforms & transcriptomics
Randall Voss (U. Kentucky): Using transcriptomics to enable a salamander model
for regenerative biology
Session 3 (Working Lunch):
Noon – 3:15

The Current Status of Transcriptomic Resources: Examples of Where
Transcriptomics Would Be Impacting
Chair: Mike Schmale
Speakers:
Seth Kullman (North Carolina State U.): Comparative approaches to transcript
profiling in medaka
Yingjia Shen (Texas State U.): XiphBrowser: A platform for visualization of
RNAseq data
Andrew Whitehead (Louisiana State U.): Comparative transcriptomics reveals
mechanisms of acclimation and adaptation in killifish
John Wise (U. Southern Maine): Comparative genotoxicity of hexavalent
chromium in whale and human cells (Video recorded)
Lynne Fieber (U. Miami): Changes in gene expression with aging in Aplysia - a
use for RNAseq?
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Mike Schmale (U. Miami): Can we understand interactions between viral,
mitochondrial and nuclear genomes leading to carcinogenesis in damselfish
using RNAseq technologies?
10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break
Round-Table Discussion
3:30 – 5:00

Recommendations of How to Realize Potential of Transcriptomics in Aquatic
Models
Moderator: Ron Walter
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